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UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE UNION ~ GLASGOW 
Minutes of a General Meeting of UCUG held on Tuesday 18th March 2014  

at 1.00pm – 2.00pm in Boyd Orr Building room 407 (LTA) 
1. MINUTES 
Minutes of the General Meeting Tuesday 4th February 2014 were agreed 

 
1. MATTERS ARISING 

 
2. CHAIR’S BUSINESS – Industrial Action Update  

There was a good debate from members in response to the action update from IB. there were 
discussions around tactics, both local and national and how members can best respond. 
There was a mixed response to the 2 hour strikes and it was agreed that the marking boycott 
should start when most effective. The committee agreed to hold a meeting after the easter 
holiday to set out the information on the marking boycott. 

 
3. MOTIONS –UCU Congress/HESC and Local 

1. Investor State Dispute Settlement 

The Investor State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) envisaged within the Transatlantic Trade and Investment 
Partnership (TTIP) as well as EU-level trade agreements under negotiation with Singapore, Canada and 
India, would give dangerous, unfettered rights to private investors to threaten public services and sue 
governments or public authorities were they to block company profit-making by legislating in the public 
interest. This threatens the scope of governments to choose to restore areas of service currently run by 
the private sector back into public ownership.  The secretive, bureaucratic, and costly nature of ISDS 
processes inevitably favors multinational corporations. 
This meeting instructs NEC to:  

• continue to raise awareness of TTIP and ISDS; 

• lobby MPs and MEPs in opposition to all detrimental aspects of such trade agreements 

• bring a motion to TUC Congress 2014 on TTIP/ISDS 

Should the campaign against ISDS be successful then UCU should continue to call for the exclusion of 
public services, including tertiary education, from trade negotiations. (Congress ) CARRIED 
 

2. REF 
HESC notes the very serious concerns expressed by members about the REF and condemns the 
negative impacts on research, departments and careers.   
HESC instructs HEC to set up a working group on the REF to:  
1. Monitor the consequences of the REF for members and departments. 
2. Formulate proposals to be agreed by HEC or HE officers for a swift response against institutions 

involved in closing department or victimising members not submitted to the REF. 
3. Formulate proposals for a proactive response to the next REF, which could include boycott. 
4. Organise a conference to discuss these proposals and those from members and formulate a 

motion for HESC 2015. 
5. HESC believes that REF tactics have worsened the equal pay gap in universities.  HESC calls on 

HEC to carry out a review of  HEI equal pay figures and to do a comparison before and after REF,  
and to act accordingly (HESC) CARRIED 

 
3. Support for Student Activists 

 
HESC thanks NUS and other student activists for the magnificent support they have shown for the pay 
Campaign in HE 
UCU condemns the increasingly brutal tactics being used to silence student activists.  
UCU resolves to: 
1.  Actively campaign for University of Birmingham management to lift the suspensions of five students 
and West Midlands police to lift the draconian bail conditions imposed on them.  
2.  Put pressure on UUK to recognise the right of students to protest.  
3.  Together with NUS and other student activists draw up a charter enshrining the democratic right of 
students and staff to engage in peaceful protest, including occupations and public statements, without 
sanctions and the responses of responsible university managements to such protest.   
4.  Campaign for HEIs to sign up to this charter.  (HESC) CARRIED 
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Local Motions 
 

4. Recall HESC 
1. UCUG notes that:  

Members have shown they are willing and able to fight over pay, as shown by the support for the 
three all day-strikes and three two-hour strikes on the 2013-14 pay claim. 

2. There has been no clear UK-wide strategy of action in response to 100% pay deductions in a 
number of branches for two-hours strikes. 

3. The employers have repeatedly said they will dock 100% of salary for staff participating in a 
marking sanction for the duration of this action.  

UCUG believes that we need to plan in advance for escalation of action to a UK-wide all-out strike if one 
or more exmployers try to make excessive deductions for taking part in the marking sanction. 
  UCUG resolves: 
To requisition a recall HESC under rule 16.10. This sector conference should be called to discuss the 
conduct of the current pay dispute, including the preparation for the marking sanction after 28 April and 
the union’s UK-wide response should punitive pay docking occur. 
 
Marion Hersh 
Neil Davidson   CARRIED 
 

5. Rule  Change Motion on Model Local Rules 
Add rule 12.6.3 and renumber 
Branches and LAs have the responsibility to draw up and implement local rules, which are compatible with the 
model local rules. 
Reason:  giving branch/LA rules status within UCU rules 
Add rule 12.6.4 and renumber 
Congress is the only body with the right and responsibility to: 
(i)  Oversee model local rules 
(ii)  Propose and agree changes to the model local rules. 
Reason: Congress is the appropriate body to oversee branch/LA rules. 
Make the following changes to the model local rules: 
3.16 Add 'or the committee or delegation if there is not time to organise 
a general meeting'. 
Reason:  If, for instance, a delegate becomes seriously ill a few days before Congress it may be possible for the 
committee or delegation to agree a substitute, but it will not be possible to organise a general meeting.  
3.17 Delete the rule and re-number 
Reason: This could encourage witch-hunting.    
4.2 Replace 'not later than 42 days' by 'at least 21 days' and not later than 14 days' by 'at least 7 days.' 
Reason:  not always feasible to organise a general meeting so long in advance, more appropriate to give a 
minimum requirement.            
4.7  Delete from 'notice to formal business' and replace by a committee meeting will be organised to discuss this 
incomplete, formal business  
Reason:  There may not be 14 days in which to organise a quorate general meeting and meet deadlines.  
4.9 Delete and renumber 
Reason:  This is adding unnecessary barriers to taking industrial action when it is required and will not lead to 
improved democracy and greater involvement in the union.   
4.10  Delete and renumber 
Reason:  The appropriate procedure if opposed to a motion should be to attend the meeting and speak and vote 
against it.   
4.12  Delete from 'Such motions' to the end. 
Reason:  This is adding unnecessary barriers to taking industrial action when it is required and will not lead to 
improved democracy and greater involvement in the union.   
4.13 Delete from 'Such amendments' to the end. 
Reason:  This is adding unnecessary barriers to taking industrial action when it is required and will not lead to 
improved democracy and greater involvement in the union.   
4.14 Delete from 'and should be approved' to the end. 
Reason:  It should be possible for motions to these bodies to be approved by members who are themselves in the 
relevant situation and affected by the issues.  Part of the reason for having equality and specialist employment 
committees is the recognition that particular groups of members face issues which may not affect or be immediately 
understand by the general membership. 
 
Marion Hersh 
Neil Davidson    REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE  
 
 

 


